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Written by the founders of HoneyTrek.com, this inspiring
book reveals hidden-gem destinations and insider tips for
unforgettable couples travel. In these informative pages,
Mike and Anne Howard--officially the World's Longest
Honeymooners and founders of the acclaimed travel
blog HoneyTrek--whisk you away to journeys of a
lifetime. Drawing on their experience traveling together
across seven continents, they curate the globe and offer
tested-and-approved recommendations for intrepid
couples, bringing culture, adventure, and romance to any
couple--no matter their age or budget. Chapters are
organized by type of destination (for example, beaches,
mountains, and deserts) to help travelers discover new
places and experiences based on their interests. Each
entry focuses on a specific region, getting to the essence
of each locale and its one-of-a-kind offerings. The
authors reveal the best time to visit, the best places to
stay, and recommended activities--each with their own
adventure rating to illustrate level of intensity. Special
features include funny and insightful stories from the
Howards' own adventures, expert advice from other
renowned traveling couples, and tips to increase the
romance and excitement at each destination. A large
map shows every location covered in the book, and each
entry has a locator map depicting the city and country.
Both entertaining and informative, this book is an
invaluable resource and inspiration for a lifetime of travel.
The Travel Diary For your trip you will find in this travel
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book a travel companion for capturing all impressions,
highlights, experiences, the daily happenings, everything
that you want to remember later. Also ideal as a gift for
travelers, acquaintances and friends for a vacation, trip
abroad, student exchange, tour, backpacking, couch
surfing or other. The travel journal has space on 100
pages. The pages are lined. The format is about DIN A4:
8,5 x 11" 100 pages including first page for personal data
and contact Creative writing, sketching, painting or
writing Ideal gift for travel More travel journals can be
found by the author name. Have a nice trip!
A stylish and helpful journal designed specifically for
female travelers. The perfect traveling companion,
EVERYWOMAN'S TRAVEL JOURNAL is newly
redesigned for the savvy and reflective adventurer. It
includes lined and blank pages for journaling and
sketching, with handy information tailored for women
travelers on security, dress, and natural remedies that
combat common travel ailments. Lists and tips on
packing, shopping, etiquette, and avoiding jet lag round
out this conveniently portable journal, and an inside
pocket holds postcards, receipts, mementos, and
documents for safekeeping. Filled with traveling advice
no woman should leave home without,
EVERYWOMAN'S TRAVEL JOURNAL is both useful
and inspirational.
Based on Mr Hudson's identity, the book is featuring
destinations for gays, but not necessarily gay
destinations. It is about travelling in style for everyone
who is looking for something different and special - no
matter if men or women, travelling solo or as a couple.
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Mr Hudson Explores shows that every part of a trip is an
incredible experience. The core content of the book will
consist of 20 cities in the Northern Hemisphere and
showcases the very best the destination has to offer.
Each guide will give a general introduction to the city
and, if applicable, its relevance for the gay community. It
showcases various locations on culture and art, the most
inspiring museum to visit, traditional and upcoming food
places, best shopping experiences, music and nightlife:
Where to go out, which bars do have the best drinks, and
clubs you can have the most fun at the city's best parties
and concerts. Depending on the location, day trips and
activities can be included. Luxury accommodations and
places to stay complete the range. The book will not just
give descriptions of the places but also background
information, telling the story of the owner, history or
anecdotes.
Calder Moor is a wild and deadly place: many have been
trapped in the myriad limestone caves, lost in collapsed
copper mines, injured on perilous gritstone ridges. But
this time, when two bodies are discovered in the shadow
of the ancient circle of stones known as Nine Sisters
Henge, it is clearly not a case for Mountain Rescue. The
corpses are those of a young man and woman. Each
met death in a different fashion. Each died violently. To
Detective Inspector Thomas Lynley, brought in to
investigate by special request, this grisly crime promises
to be one of the toughest assignments of his career. For
the unfortunate Nicola Maiden was the daughter of a
former officer in an elite undercover unit, a man Lynley
once regarded as a mentor. Now, as Lynley struggles to
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find out if Nicola's killer was an enemy of her father's or
one she earned herself, a disgraced Barbara Havers,
determined to redeem herself in the eyes of her longtime
partner, crisscrosses London seeking information on the
second murder victim. Yet the more dark secrets Lynley
and Havers uncover, the more they learn that neither the
victims nor the suspects are who they appear to be. And
once again they come up against the icy realization that
human relationships are often murderous...and that the
blood that binds can also kill.
Is your dream to travel the world? Then this world
traveler tshirt is for you! Show the world your goal to
travel the world and to adventure across the globe with
this travel the world notebook today.life goals travel the
world is the perfect gift for your travel buddy, adventure
buddy, or travel companion.
The TRAVEL JOURNAL is a must have to keep track of
the details that make your journey. Inside you'll find 120
pages to record This Travel Journal has ample space for
writing notes, draw pictures and record the weather and
how the day was. Keep all your travel plans and
memories in one place with this spacious logbook. You
can store four 120 Pages great for Pens, Markers Space
to rate the day record the foods you eat Lines to record
thoughts and memories for each day Journal Entries to
write the details of your adventures A retrospective
Travel Diary One full page for each day with question
prompts, rankings & plenty of space for your own
thoughts. Tough matte paperback.

Stretching from the ancient Chinese capital of Xian
across the expanses of Central Asia to Rome, the
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Silk Road was, for 1,500 years, a vibrant network of
arteries that carried the lifeblood of nations across
the world. Along a multitude of routes everything was
exchanged: exotic goods, art, knowledge, religion,
philosophy, disease and war. From the East came
silk, precious stones, tea, jade, paper, porcelain,
spices and cotton; from the West, horses, weapons,
wool and linen, aromatics, entertainers and exotic
animals. From its earliest beginnings in the days of
Alexander the Great and the Han dynasty, the Silk
Road expanded and evolved, reaching its peak
during the Tang dynasty and the Byzantine Empire
and gradually withering away with the decline of the
Mongol Empire. In this beautifully illustrated book,
which covers the Central Asian section of the Silk
Road - from Lake Issyk-kul through Tashkent,
Samarkand, Bukhara, the Kyzyl Kum Desert, Khiva
and Merv to Herat, Kabul and Iran - Jonathan Tucker
uses travellers' anecdotes and a wealth of literary
and historical sources to celebrate the cultural
heritage of the countries that lie along the Silk Road
and illuminate the lives of those who once travelled
through the very heart of the world.
Do you long to establish a relationship with the
saints, but find them--or the volumes written about
them--a little intimidating? The saints started out as
ordinary Christians, just like us, and they are waiting
to accompany us on our journey to heaven if we will
only reach out our hands. Traveling Companions is a
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manageable volume that briefly introduces saints
from a variety of times, places, and walks of life, all
in language that brings them close to contemporary
readers' lives. You're sure to find companions here
that you will be happy to walk with all the way to the
Kingdom. "The saints are inexhaustibly varied, each
of them expressing the gifts of the Holy Spirit in his
or her unique and unrepeatable way. Christopher
Moorey has presented us with an admirable
selection of examples from the 'great cloud of
witnesses' by whom we are surrounded. He writes in
a vivid and lively style: I am convinced that his book
will help many to rediscover the saints and to choose
among them some whom in a distinctive way they
will make their personal friends."--Metropolitan
Kallistos Waredescribing the original Greek edition of
Traveling Companions
Multinational Travel Companion ExecutiveTravel
Tips World-WideTraveling CompanionsWalking with
the Saints of the Orthodox Church
A stimulating overview of American journeys from
the eighteenth century to the present.
Do you want to travel internationally? Are you a
woman that has a mile-long travel bucket list and
you need some tips on how to travel safely? This
book will help you to confidently plan your next
international adventure trip. Everything from what to
pack, what to wear on the plane, what to see once
you get to your destination, and so much more is
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covered in this handy guidebook. Adventure More,
Worry Less will help you feel confident and safe
while traveling abroad and experiencing new
cultures. The tips provided in this book will take the
worry out of your international travel planning and
help you to focus on what matters most... having fun
and seeing the world!
A selection of the best in travel writing, with both
fiction and non-fiction presented together, this
companion is for all those who like travelling, like to
think about travelling, and who take an interest in
their destination. It covers guidebooks as well as
books about food, history, art and architecture,
religion, outdoor activities, illustrated books,
autobiographies, biographies and fiction and lists
books both in and out of print. Anderson's Travel
Companion is arranged first by continent, then
alphabetically by country and then by subject, crossreferenced where necessary. There is a separate
section for guidebooks and comprehensive indexes.
Sarah Anderson founded the Travel Bookshop in
1979 and is also a journalist and writer on travel
subjects. She is known by well-known travel writers
such as Michael Palin and Colin Thubron. Michael
Palin chose her bookshop as his favourite shop and
Colin Thubron and Geoffrey Moorhouse, among
others, made suggestions for titles to include in the
Travel Companion.
When his father died, young Johannes did not know
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what to do. He was now all alone in the world and he
was inconsolable. With his inheritance, he decided to
explore the world and he had only one goal in mind:
to be as good as his father in the hope of one day
finding him again in heaven. Hans Christian
Andersen (1805-1875) was a Danish author, poet
and artist. Celebrated for children’s literature, his
most cherished fairy tales include "The Emperor's
New Clothes", "The Little Mermaid", "The
Nightingale", "The Steadfast Tin Soldier", "The Snow
Queen", "The Ugly Duckling" and "The Little Match
Girl". His books have been translated into every
living language, and today there is no child or adult
that has not met Andersen's whimsical characters.
His fairy tales have been adapted to stage and
screen countless times, most notably by Disney with
the animated films "The Little Mermaid" in 1989 and
"Frozen", which is loosely based on "The Snow
Queen", in 2013. Thanks to Andersen's contribution
to children's literature, his birth date, April 2, is
celebrated as International Children's Book Day.
Travia takes a light and whimsical journey around
the globe in search of the arcane anecdotes, the
startling stats, the fun facts, and the tantalizing trivia
that remind us why we love to travel in the first place.
Arranged by theme and with a comprehensive index,
Travia covers all forms of travel and rewards casual
browsing as well as serious study. Travel journalist
Nadine Godwin has created the perfect gift book for
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the inveterate traveler.
Best travel companion, a travel album to help
remember all of your awesome road trips! Perfect for
adults or kids. and suitable for all ages. This large
8,5x11 Notebook has place on one side for
sketching, photos, doodles, maps and brochures.
You can write your thoughts and save all of your
travel memories. The ideal logbook for special
ocasions, whether it's across town or to cities around
the world! This Travel the World notebook is a Must
have item for your trips, travels, weekends, summer
vacations, RV trips and camping. Perfect for any
Traveler out there. Great gift for men and women.
Business travel can be one of the most stressful or
stimulating aspects of executive life; it all depends
on how well prepared you are. After the early
jetsetting buzz has worn off, business trips can
quickly become hard work, long-haul drudgery.
Constant travelling is demanding and exhausting,
but it can also be enriching and endlessly
stimulating. So how can you maximize the value of
business travel for yourself and your business? What
can you do to make the experience less draining,
ease some of the frustration and generally improve
its effectiveness? It's all about knowing: how to travel
in comfort how to get an upgrade the quickest route
from the airport to your destination what to do if you
fall ill while abroad how to find the right hotel how to
make the best use of your time away (including
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delays) how to make your hotel room work for you
how to avoid those frustrating experiences with
laptops and modems. A collection of tips, tricks of
the trade, and anecdotes from the travel-wise, this
guide aims to help make life easier, richer and more
enlightening for road warriors everywhere. From
planning a stress-free business trip to making the
best use of all your time away, The Financial Times
Guide to Business Travel is the definitive travel
companion for the global executive.
This book was written by me to share my travels with
my grandchildren, and to help them know me better.
There are adventures galore to be had and many
great people to meet, and opportunities to admire
their fascinating and wonderful traditions in every
land. I realized again that we are all Gods children in
this beautiful and sometimes tumultuous world. I
dedicate this book to my children and their families,
and thanks again to Kathryn Holt for her editing, and
encouraging me in this endeavor. In gratitude, Ilse C.
Wagner
There is nothing lovelier than England in June, when
it's in full blossom, when the sun is sinking down
behind the hedgerows and the Queen Elizabeth
rose, with its palest of pale pink petals, is unfolding
into glorious summer bloom. Nothing lifts the spirit
more than a glorious meander through an English
garden in full floraison. The sweetly scented gardens
and gentle landscapes of this great country have
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long drawn horticulture fans and Anglophiles
searching for its natural idylls, made so redolent in
literature, film, photography, poetry and song. Every
summer, people from all over the world travel to
England to stay at charming guest houses with
bucolic gardens, drink at country pubs with flowerdecked beer gardens, wander from gate to gate on
garden tours, shop at stores for irresistible garden
tools and seeds, and dine at cafés and restaurants
with floral-themed interiors. Now, this beautiful new
book by bestselling author Janelle McCulloch - part
guidebook and part armchair delight for garden
lovers - shows you where to find these wonderful
garden destinations, from the celebrated and famous
to the secret and little-known. It also details the
private estates that only open several times a year;
the ones that tend to go under the travel radar.
Elegantly designed and illustrated, the pages within
are also packed full of spectacular botanical-inspired
hideaways to stay, linger, shop, dine and drink at,
from garden-inspired restaurants to gardenenhanced hotels. AUTHOR: Janelle McCulloch is a
journalist, author and photographer of more than 20
books on architecture, interior design, travel and
gardens, including 15 bestselling design titles. She
divides her time between Australia, New York and
London. SELLING POINTS: * This garden-lover's
guide to England is both a valuable resource and
inspiring coffee-table book for those who adore
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exploring and strolling through charming garden
destinations * Organised thematically into 'gardens'
and 'places to dine, drink and stay' (surrounded by
the best botanical spaces), with each section broken
down by region, offering user-friendly itinerary
planning * Showcases many of England's best public
and private gardens, historic, classic and iconic
gardens, writers gardens, kitchen gardens, walled
gardens, rose gardens, grand estates, restored or
contemporary spaces, floral shows, beautifully
landscaped expanses, and more * Lists important
information about how to choose the best time of
year to visit; the most beautiful garden destinations
to visit with detailed itineraries; where best to see
springflowers, tulips, wisteria, rhododendrons, roses,
dahlias, among many others * Includes a valuable
index of wonderful places and activities to be
inspired by, from courses and workshops on topiary
and garden embroidery to museums and galleries
that offer botanical exhibitions, along with specialist
nurseries, gardens stores and other garden
resources, entries on floral arrangements,
memorable garden tours, and DIY garden trails for
those who prefer an independent experience
This is a beautifully presented guide to the plants
that have had the greatest impact on human
civilisation. Entries range from crops like rice and
wheat that feed whole populations, to herbs and
spices that are highly prized for their medicinal
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qualities. Each entry is a fascinating look at the most
influential plants known to mankind.
Worldwide Destinations: The Geography of Travel
and Tourism is a unique text that explores tourism
demand, supply, organisation and resources for a
comprehensive range of destinations and every
country worldwide. The seventh edition is brought up
to date with features such as: An exploration of
current issues such as climate change,
sustainability, mobilities, emerging markets,
demographic changes and the social impacts of
tourism. New and updated case studies throughout
More emphasis on emerging countries in Africa and
Asia. Improved full colour presentation, packed with
useful learning resources such as location maps,
discussion questions and assignments to aid
understanding. Online resources for lecturers and
students including: multiple choice questions per
chapter, power points, web links and video links The
first part of the book comprises thematic chapters
which detail the geographic knowledge and
principles required to analyse the tourism appeal of
destinations. The subsequent division of the book
into regional chapters enables the student to carry
out a systematic analysis of a particular destination,
by providing insights on cultural characteristics as
well as information on specific places. Worldwide
Destinations is an invaluable resource for studying
every destination in the world, by explaining tourism
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demand, evaluating the many types of tourist
attractions and examining the trends that may shape
the future geography of tourism. This thorough guide
is a must-have for any student undertaking a course
in travel and tourism.
As many places around the world confront issues of
globalization, migration and postcoloniality, travel writing
has become a serious genre of study, reflecting some of
the greatest concerns of our time. Encompassing forms
as diverse as field journals, investigative reports,
guidebooks, memoirs, comic sketches and lyrical
reveries; travel writing is now a crucial focus for
discussion across many subjects within the humanities
and social sciences. An ideal starting point for beginners,
but also offering new perspectives for those familiar with
the field, The Routledge Companion to Travel Writing
examines: Key debates within the field, including
postcolonial studies, gender, sexuality and visual culture
Historical and cultural contexts, tracing the evolution of
travel writing across time and over cultures Different
styles, modes and themes of travel writing, from
pilgrimage to tourism Imagined geographies, and the
relationship between travel writing and the social,
ideological and occasionally fictional constructs through
which we view the different regions of the world.
Covering all of the major topics and debates, this is an
essential overview of the field, which will also encourage
new and exciting directions for study. Contributors:
Simon Bainbridge, Anthony Bale, Shobhana
Bhattacharji, Dúnlaith Bird, Elizabeth A. Bohls, Wendy
Bracewell, Kylie Cardell, Daniel Carey, Janice Cavell,
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Simon Cooke, Matthew Day, Kate Douglas, Justin D.
Edwards, David Farley, Charles Forsdick, Corinne
Fowler, Laura E. Franey, Rune Graulund, Justine
Greenwood, James M. Hargett, Jennifer Hayward, Eva
Johanna Holmberg, Graham Huggan, William Hutton,
Robin Jarvis, Tabish Khair, Zoë Kinsley, Barbara Korte,
Julia Kuehn, Scott Laderman, Claire Lindsay, Churnjeet
Mahn, Nabil Matar, Steve Mentz, Laura Nenzi, Aedín Ní
Loingsigh, Manfred Pfister, Susan L. Roberson, Paul
Smethurst, Carl Thompson, C.W. Thompson, Margaret
Topping, Richard White, Gregory Woods.
This pocket guide is the one book to read for everyone
who wants to learn about Scrum. The book covers all
roles, rules and the main principles underpinning Scrum,
and is based on the Scrum Guide Edition 2013. A
broader context to this fundamental description of Scrum
is given by describing the past and the future of Scrum.
The author, Gunther Verheyen, has created a concise,
yet complete and passionate reference about Scrum.
The book demonstrates his core view that Scrum is
about a journey, a journey of discovery and fun. He
designed the book to be a helpful guide on that journey.
Ken Schwaber, Scrum co-creator says that this book
currently is the best available description of Scrum
around. The book combines some rare characteristics: •
It describes Scrum in its entirety, yet places it in a
broader context (of past and future). • The author
focuses on the subject, Scrum, in a way that it truly
supports the reader. The book has a language and style
in line with the philosophy of Scrum. • The book shows
the playfulness of Scrum. David Starr and Ralph
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Jocham, Professional Scrum trainers and early agile
adopters, say that this is the ultimate book to be advised
as follow-up book to the students they teach Scrum to
and to teams and managers of organizations that they
coach Scrum to.
Stretching from the ancient Chinese capital of Xian
across the expanses of Central Asia to Rome, the Silk
Road was, for 1,500 years, a vibrant network of arteries
that carried the lifeblood of nations across the world.
Along a multitude of routes everything was exchanged:
exotic goods, art, knowledge, religion, philosophy,
disease and war. From the East came silk, precious
stones, tea, jade, paper, porcelain, spices and cotton;
from the West, horses, weapons, wool and linen,
aromatics, entertainers and exotic animals. From its
earliest beginnings in the days of Alexander the Great
and the Han dynasty, the Silk Road expanded and
evolved, reaching its peak during the Tang dynasty and
the Byzantine Empire and gradually withering away with
the decline of the Mongol Empire. In this beautifully
illustrated book, which covers the China section of the
Silk Road - from Xian through Loulan, Korla, Turfan and
Khotan to Kashgar and onwards to India - Jonathan
Tucker uses travellers' anecdotes and a wealth of literary
and historical sources to celebrate the cultural heritage
of the countries that lie along the Silk Road and
illuminate the lives of those who once travelled through
the very heart of the world.
The ChabadPacker World Guide is a travel companion
with information on over 30 countries including Brazil,
Cambodia, Germany, Morocco, Italy, Thailand, France,
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Israel, India, Vietnam, New Zealand, Australia and many
more!A comprehensive one-stop, all-inclusive, lightweight, easy-reference soft-cover book available at a
reasonable price, even on a backpacker's budget!A
valuable Jewish travel companion for any level of
experience, with tips and advice from themost seasoned
group of Jewish travelers!
Journey--and journal--in style! This attractive, portable
volume from Town & Country is far more than your
average travel diary. Along with space to document
seven trips, it features profiles of seven international
locations (with hot spots pointed out!) and offers expert
advice on packing, taking photos, selecting a cruise,
enduring a long flight, minimizing medical risks, and
traveling solo. For each trip, there’s room to record
memories and impressions, as well as recommended
hotels, eateries, and sights. There’s even a miniaddress section to save contact information for new
friends. Supplementary information in the back of the
book--including a translation guide, international dialing
codes, and a size conversion chart for clothing--make
this an invaluable traveling companion. Fun and
inspirational quotes appear throughout, and the elegant
package includes a ribbon marker and a bound-in
envelope to hold memorabilia.
Thirty of Hans Christian Andersen's most cherished
stories in single volumes Illustrator various artists.
Known all over the world, these fairytales hold stories of
great value and are a source of inspiration for both
young and old.
Solo World Traveler is packed with 101 tips, hacks and
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tricks for the solo world traveler. Together they will show
you how heading out into the world all by yourself is not
just possible but will also arm you with everything you
need to turn your own travel dreams into reality. Inside
you will find: • Ways of pushing through the fear – Many
dream of traveling solo, far fewer actually do it. Fear
tends to be the biggest barrier. The step-by-step element
of this book shows you how to dissipate and overcome
those fears enough to start packing your bags and living
the dream. • Tips for deciding where to go - The world
really is your oyster as a solo traveler. Learn how to
unearth your dream destination and discover simple
ways of hunting down the flight bargains to get you there.
• Advice for the hesitant solo traveler – From crewing on
a boat to knowing which accommodation choices give
you instant companionship – these and many more
secrets included in this book show those who may be a
little reluctant to head out solo what their many options
are. • Budgeting hacks and tips – Travelling to exotic
and exciting destinations doesn't have to cost the earth.
The pages of this book will show even those on a very
tight budget how all of it is possible with limited funds. •
How to eliminate the lone element -Solo travels can be
anything but lonely travels - the tricks in this book show
you why. • Staying safe – How to ensure your travels
stay fun and trouble-free. • The packing dilemma – What
to pack, what to leave behind – when you are headed
out for the first (or even the tenth time) it can be hard to
know what you should take with you. Here you will learn
what is and isn't essential, step-by-step. About the
Expert In 2003, after what she describes as a rather too
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close brush with the Grim Reaper, Deneice decided life
was meant to be lived as if each day was her last. She
sold her house and gave away almost all her belongings,
including her successful professional gymnastics
coaching business. With her surfboard under her arm
and her pack on her back she set out to see what the
world could show her. Fifteen years on she is still doing it
– without a single regret - and with the majority of those
years spent wandering the planet as a solo traveler. In
2010 she began writing and found to her surprise and
delight that there were many people who were prepared
to pay her for her words. This meant the end of a string
of minimum wage jobs around the world which had
previously been used to top up the travel funds. Her work
as a freelance writer allows her to set up her 'office'
wherever she happens to be – from beach huts to the
middle of the jungle; sometimes she takes on voluntary
work too. She describes herself as a permanent nomad
hopelessly addicted to travel and the excitement of
constantly learning and exploring, getting lost and found,
never knowing what is around the next corner and
having amazing encounters with incredible people. For
her, everywhere and nowhere is home. Along with the
vast collection of memories, stories and adventures her
travels have given her she has also discovered,
uncovered, realized and gathered a wealth of
knowledge. This has made her traveling life significantly
easier, far cheaper and helps her to squeeze every last
drop of fun from her solo travels. HowExpert publishes
quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to Z by
everyday experts.
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Derek Rosenfeld's Travel Companion, Vol. 1 is a world where
alternative consciousness is an option, though it is
recommended. Do inquire that there is more to your journey
than that which you seek, for any limitations could turn into
regret. Taking it at face value could also lead to foolishness,
and may cause the subject to appear dependent upon
outside forces. You do not want such a reflection, or perhaps
you do. Regardless, you are on a unique voyage, perhaps
never realizing how unique, and should have all eyes and all
ears and all heads open and aware of the endless number
paths that are just asking to be traversed. Do not hesitate, do
not ponder, but if you do, please do it in a timely fashion, and
make sure it is done in a constructive matter. Just remember,
go, because we all share the same end. And blah blah blah
blah blah blah blah blah…but what the hell do I know? I’m just
a blob in a tie surrounded by five-foot walls, and it’s about
time for me to go to lunch. And yes, I will have fries with that.
Is your dream to travel the world? Then this world traveler
journal is for you! Show the world you're on a mission to
adventure across the globe with this world map journal
today.This challenge accepted map tee makes the perfect gift
for your travel buddy, adventure buddy, or travel companion.
The ChabadPacker World Guide is a travel companion with
information on over 30 countries including Brazil, Cambodia,
Germany, Morocco, Italy, Thailand, France, Israel, India,
Vietnam, New Zealand, Australia and many more! A
comprehensive one-stop, all-inclusive, light-weight, easyreference, soft-cover book available at a reasonable price,
even on a backpacker's budget! A valuable Jewish travel
companion for any level of experience, with tips and advice
from the most seasoned group of Jewish travelers!
Meet the dog-and-cat duo taking outdoor adventure to new
heights. Henry and Baloo are a real-life dog/cat sibling pair,
based in Colorado, whose unconventional friendship has won
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the hearts of humans worldwide. Whether they’re scaling
mountains or cozying down in a tent, these two are never far
from each other’s side and always ready for their next trek.
Wanting to share their explorations with friends and family,
photographer and the pair’s proud owner, Cynthia Bennett,
began capturing Henry and Baloo on their outdoor
adventures—with vivid colors and stunning backdrops
surrounding them in every shot. Now never-before-seen
photos and untold stories are compiled in a book for fans to
enjoy. More than beautiful photography and a sweet story,
Our Wild Tails champions friendship in the most unlikely of
places and proves to readers that love is universal. Cynthia
Bennett, photographer and explorer, lives in Colorado
Springs, Colorado, with her dog (Henry), cat (Baloo), and
partner, Andre.
Leslie's Field Guide to Ireland is a pocket-sized 4x6 inch
reference book packed with information travellers to the
Emerald Isle will be glad to keep at hand. Loaded with handdrawn maps, places of interest, archeological sites,
mythological characters, DNA and genealogy, a pronunciation
key to Gaelic, Irish place names, the Ogham Alphabet, travel
tips, and packing lists, it's the perfect knowledgeable
companion to take wherever you go in Ireland. Even before
the trip begins, Leslie's Field Guide to Ireland will inform
visitors about the origins of the Celts, the waves of invasions
through ten thousand years, the significance of the Vikings,
Normans, Ulster-Scots, and the English, the potato famine,
and follow with a detailed timeline of Irish history so readers
might orient themselves in the depths of the Old World before
they arrive. Blank pages are provided for the traveller to insert
their own itinerary, calendar, and genealogy where personal
phone numbers, names, lodgings, and a daily log may be
kept. When the trip is done, this little book, along with its
notes, drawings, and splashes of Cullin Skink will become a
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true memento of the trip. Leslie's Field Guide to Ireland is an
essential 4x6 inch pocket-sized reference to Ireland. Loaded
with maps and charts, it details places of interest for the
traveller, and informs them on Celtic origins, history,
anthropology, language, and mythology, while providing
practical advice such as how to drive on the left through a
roundabout, and the essential gear to pack. It makes a great
gift and memento after the trip is over.
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